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ABOUT AFS
The Academy of Fashion Styling (AFS) is proud to be teaching and inspiring a
generation of outstanding stylists and fashion professionals, and has quickly
become a leading fashion training institute in South Africa, known for its
modern and innovative approach and support of freedom of expression
and thought.
Launched in 2008, the Academy ﬁrst offered in-studio Personal Stylist training,
which was created to cater for a growing demand for training with an
up-to-date and fashion fashion forward ethos - while this industry has evolved
and grown in the last decade, it is generally felt that the traditional image
training available has become quite outdated and staid in it's approach.

Since then, AFS has expanded to offer a broad selection of online courses
including Personal & Fashion Styling, Bridal Styling, Men’s Styling, Fashion
Retail training and Fashion Illustration. These intensive and comprehensive
courses offer high caliber training to students, equipping them with the
knowledge, practical skills and conﬁdence needed to pursue rewarding careers
in the exciting world of Fashion and Styling.
As a recognised training provider and member of the AICI (Association of
Image Consultants International), students are given the reassurance needed
that the quality of training received is of the highest possible standard and that
the Academy conforms to a code of industry ethics. Students who have
successfully completed the Personal Stylist training course do have the option
of registering themselves with the AICI.
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WHAT PAST STUDENTS SAY...
“When I decided I wanted to pursue a career in personal styling, I did extensive
research into what was on offer within South Africa and internationally. I found
the course offered by the Wardrobe Academy to be the most comprehensive;
covering everything I was hoping to learn and more, and was competitively priced.
The course was challenging, stimulating, very insightful and well put together and
presented. It has since given me the conﬁdence to start my own personal styling
business and I now help people look great with the knowledge that I am well
qualiﬁed to do so!”
Penny Marriot, Johannesburg

"This course was invaluable and to a high standard, everything was done
professionally without sacriﬁcing the fun factor. All of my expectations were
surpassed and I am now even more motivated to pursue a career in styling - It has
boosted my conﬁdence as a stylist and makes me feel well-equipped for the
industry. Thank you so much Alice.”

"I really enjoyed myself and gained far more than I expected from this
course. It's been a very worthwhile trip for me and I would highly
recommend it to anyone interested in personal styling. Can't wait to come
back to South Africa and The Wardrobe Academy for other courses!”
Adenike Owolabi, Nigeria

"My conﬁdence and passion has grown even stronger and i can't wait to
start my career as a stylist. Valuable information and tips were shared that
made the experience memorable and life changing. The course brought
together people from all over the world making it so interesting”
Kelly Stevie, Cape Town

Hazel Memani, Pretoria

"When I decided to make my dream come true and to venture into the fashion
world, I found The Wardrobe Academy which I am very grateful for. The course
was intense, challenging, interesting, personal and comprehensive. I am well
equipped now, and conﬁdent to work on my own as a personal stylist. Plus, to be
able to learn and talk about fashion for six days with like-minded people was just
so much fun, thank you, Alice!”
Beate Beckert, Melkbos Strand

"For a man trying to get into the industry, I felt very much at ease at The Wardrobe
Academy", and even though I had no experience, I feel conﬁdent enough after
completing my training to be able to do a great job. Loved every moment of it,
Thank you so much!”

Thomas van Zyl, Johannesburg

"I have come away from my training feeling conﬁdent that I am now armed with
all the necessary information on how to start my own consulting business. Thank
you both for a fun and hugely informative course”

Arlene Tyler, Cape Town
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ONLINE TRAINING
Our distance learning courses have been speciﬁcally designed for self-paced
learning for those with prior life/work commitments and can be completed
as your schedule permits.

5

REQUIREMENTS
There are no entry requirements other than students need to be 18 years or
older and have a love of fashion!

Courses are made up of modules that contain assignments to complete and
submit (email) as you progress through your training. There are no classes,
exams or practicals to attend.

1

ENROLMENT
You can enrol on a distance learning course at anytime during the year –
please email through completed enrolment forms and proof of payment to
receive a welcome note and ﬁrst module of your chosen course. Once
enroled, you can get started straight away and have 12 months in which to
complete.
Training kits (applicable to certain courses only) are ordered on registration,
and can be expected within 2 to 3 weeks, depending on availability and
your location. Your training manual is emailed to you in modules as you
progress.

2

SUPPORT
Support is offered via email or phone throughout your training and on
completion thereof. Ofﬁce hours are Monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm - we
endeavour to answer all emails and calls within 48hrs.

3

PAYMENT
Fees can be paid in full on enrolment, or we offer payment plans over 3 or 6
months. To qualify for a payment plan we require 3 months bank
statements and/or salary slips.

4

CERTIFICATION
All courses are certiﬁcation level. You will receive an AFS certiﬁcate
(electronic copy) and accreditation on completion of your training.
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PERSONAL STYLING

R5 995

Our most popular course! Covering everything you need to know on becoming an independent stylist working
with private clients or corporates.
You will learn through highly beneﬁcial practical assignments during your training and receive materials, visuals
and questionnaires to form the backbone of your business – an absolute must for budding personal stylists!
MODULE 1 - INTRODUCTION

MODULE 6 - BODY SHAPE ANALYSIS

WHATS IN YOUR TRAINING KIT

Introduction to Personal Styling
The importance of personal style and image
History of the industry

Body shapes, proportions, scale and bone structure
Identifying a clients shape
The art of camouﬂage
Dressing the fuller ﬁgure
Grooming basics

- Comprehensive training manual, laminates and booklets
- Hard copy of client questionnaires and consulting notes
- Colour analysis kit - drapes, colour cards, colour combining booklet
- Fashion style glossary
- Measuring kit with international size chart
- Recommended reading list
- An E-copy of, The FabJob Guide to Become an Image Consultant

MODULE 2 - FASHION STUDIES
Understanding fashion cycles and fashion adoption
Trend analysis and reporting
History of 20th century fashion
MODULE 3 - CONSULTING WITH CLIENTS
The initial consult – assessing the client’s needs
Client proﬁles – lifestyle, personal style, colouring, shape
Understanding self-esteem and body image
Corporate clients – presentations & public speaking

MODULE 7 - WARDROBE ASSESSMENTS
Conducting a wardrobe assessment
Culling, organizing, storage solutions, planning
The core wardrobes - developing capsules
Accessorizing
Face shapes – eyewear, hairstyles and jewellery
Dress codes and occasion dressing
Dressing age appropriately

* Also available as an in-studio Master Class in both Cape Town
and Johannesburg. Please contact us for more info info@academyfashionstyling.co.za

MODULE 8 - CLOTHING
MODULE 4 - WHAT IS PERSONAL STYLE?
What is personal style?
The 6 different style types
Identifying a clients personal style
Creating a balance between fashion trends and classics
MODULE 5 - WHAT IS PERSONAL STYLE?
What is colour analysis?
Brief history of colour coding
Identifying a clients colouring - warm, cool or mid-toned
Personal colouring in individuals – harmony and contrast
Colour combining
Psychology of colour
Colour choice for make up

Garment fabrics, care, quality & ﬁt
Alterations and repairs
A good foundation – bra ﬁtting
MODULE 9 - PERSONAL SHOPPING
Creating shopping lists
Shopping budgets and reconciling expenses
Shopping trips with a client
Working with stores – relationships, returns, appros
MODULE 10 - BUSINESS STUDIES
Structuring and marketing your business
The importance of social media and an online presence
Interaction and communication with your client base
Growing and maintaining your business
Personal branding
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FASHION STYLING

R4 995

A fascinating look into the fast-paced and (occasionally) glamorous world of fashion
styling. Whether its ﬁlm, magazine or celebrity styling you’re interested in, this course will
arm you with the knowledge and conﬁdence needed to pursue an exciting, diverse career.
MODULE 1 - INTRODUCTION

MODULE 6 - ON THE JOB

What is fashion styling?
What’s needed to be a successful fashion stylist
Stills styling – editorial, commercial, catalogue
Film styling – commercial, television, features
Runway styling
Celebrity styling

Setting up
On set stand-by
Continuity
The crew – who’s who in the Wardrobe department

MODULE 7 - ITS A WRAP
MODULE 2 - FASHION STUDIES
Elements & principals of design
Understanding the fashion world – fads, trends, classics,
fashion cycles, fashion adoption and trend forecasting
MODULE 3 - THE BRIEF
Taking a brief
Feeding back ideas – storyboards, tear sheets
Directors, producers & agency – who’s who in the crew
MODULE 4 - SOURCING & FITTING WARDROBE

Wrapping up a job
Returning wardrobe to hiring companies or stores
Reconing a job
Invoicing

MODULE 8 - FINDING WORK
Where to start?
Working independently vs using an agent
Getting a booking
Getting out there & marketing yourself & exposure
Putting together a show reel or book
Test shooting

Shopping
Hiring
Manufacturing
Wardrobe no-no’s
Brieﬁng cast
Setting up for a wardrobe ﬁtting
Finalising wardrobe options
The importance of wardrobe call notes

MODULE 5 - PRE-SHOOT PREP
Alterations
Special effects, wardrobe aging and breakdowns
The Stylist’s kit
What’s needed for the shoot – packing
Conﬁrming call times and locations
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STYLING INTENSIVE

R8 995

Learn everything there is to know about styling – a comprehensive combo of
our Personal Styling and Fashion Styling courses – offering students a
holistic overview of an ever-growing industry.
MODULE 1 - FASHION STUDIES

MODULE 4 - FASHION STYLING

Fashion fads, trends, classics, cycles and adoption
Brief history of 20th century fashion
Elements & principals of design

Stills styling – editorial, commercial, catalogue
Film styling – commercial, television, features
Taking a brief
Feeding back ideas – storyboards, tear sheets
Directors, producers & agency – who’s who in the crew
Sourcing wardrobe – shopping, hiring, manufacturing
Wardrobe ﬁttings – brieﬁng cast, setting up, ﬁnalising
options, notes
Pre-shoot prep – alterations, special effects, your kit,
packing for the shoot
The shoot – set up, stand-by, continuity, wrap
Wardrobe department crew
Wrapping a job – returns, recons, invoicing

MODULE 2 - INTRODUCTION TO STYLING
What is styling?
What’s needed to be a successful stylist
Avenues of styling – stills, ﬁlm, runway and personal styling
MODULE 3 - PERSONAL STYLING
Introduction to personal styling
Consulting with clients – client needs, the image proﬁle,
self-esteem
Lifestyle assessment
Personal style
Colour analysis – identifying undertone, harmony, contrast
Body shape analysis – shape, proportions, scale, bone structure,
camouﬂage body image
Dressing the fuller ﬁgure
Wardrobe assessments – culling, organising, storage, planning
Capsules and core wardrobes
Wardrobe planning
Accessorizing
Face shapes – eyewear, hairstyles and jewellery
Dress codes and occasion dressing
Dressing age appropriately
Garment care, quality & ﬁt
Alterations and repairs
Underwear and swimwear – the importance of ﬁt
Personal shopping – shopping lists, budgets, stores

MODULE 5 - BUSINESS STUDIES
Where to start?
Structuring and marketing yourself
Interaction and communication with clients
Growing and maintaining business
Personal branding
Working independently vs using an agent
Getting a booking
Putting together a show reel or book
Test shooting
WHATS IN YOUR TRAINING KIT
- Comprehensive training manual, laminates and booklets
- Hard copy of client questionnaires and consulting notes
- Colour analysis kit - drapes, colour cards, colour
combining booklet
- Fashion glossary
- Measuring kit with international size chart
- Recommended reading list
- An E-copy of, The FabJob Guide to Become an Image
Consultant
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BE YOUR OWN STYLIST

R2 995

Learn all the tricks of the trade and master your own personal style through our fun and
informative self-enrichment program. Each module contains fabulous info, helpful tools
and personalised feedback via email.
MODULE 1

COURSE DETAILS

Introduction to Personal Styling
What’s needed to be a successful fashion stylist
What is personal style?
The 6 different style types
Discover your own personal style
Creating a balance between fashion trends and classics

100% online, no attendance necessary
Personal enrichment program
Exclusive content
Payment options available

WHAT’S IN YOUR TRAINING KIT
MODULE 2
What is colour analysis?
Colour coding
Identify your colouring - warm, cool or mid-toned
Colour combining
Psychology of colour
Colour choices for make-up

- Personalised colour card
- Colour combining booklet
- Size chart
- Personalised shopping guide
- Fashion styles glossary
- Shopping cards

MODULE 3
Body shapes, proportions, scale and bone structure
Identify your body shape
Dressing your shape - do’s + don’ts
Grooming basics
MODULE 4
Your wardrobe
Culling, organising and wardrobe planning
Storage solutions
Accessorising
Dress codes and occasion dressing
Dressing age appropriately
A good foundation - bra ﬁtting
Shopping like a professional
Your shopping list
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BRIDAL STYLING

R3 995

Our Bridal Stylist training is ideal for anyone currently working in
fashion or styling and wanting to tap into the Wedding Industry,
or for those already involved in wedding planning, wedding
make-up or bridal-wear design and retail.
MODULE 1
The Bridal Stylist
Bridal Styling as a career
Working with Brides – the good, the bad and the ugly!
The ﬁrst consultation
Interpreting a Brides vision
A Bridal story board
MODULE 2
The different Bridal styles
Measuring the bride & body shape
Colour choice
Bridal fabrics
MODULE 3
Working with suppliers & manufacturers
Shopping appointments & ﬁttings
Choosing accessories – jewellery, shoes, veils

MEN’S STYLING

R3 995

This course offers an invaluable addition to the skills of anyone
already working as a Personal Stylist or Image Consultant, or
those involved in fashion retailing for men.
MODULE 1

MODULE 8

Personal Styling – an introduction

Setting up your male styling business
Your own personal style as a consultant
Finding work

MODULE 2
Consulting with clients
The Initial meeting
Lifestyle assessment
MODULE 3
The male personal style types
MODULE 4
Male body shapes
Proportions
MODULE 5
Colour analysis for men

MODULE 4
Styling the Groom
Styling the rest of the bridal party
Coordinating make-up & hair
The big day

MODULE 6
Wardrobe assessment
Organising & storage
Wardrobe Planning
Occasion dressing

MODULE 5
Setting up your bridal styling business
Setting your fees
Marketing strategy
Website design
Growing and maintaining your business
The importance of your image and how you present yourself

MODULE 7
Personal shopping
Conducting a ﬁtting
Tailoring & repairs
Suit Styles
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FASHION RETAILING

R2 995

COLOUR ANALYSIS

R2 995

Combining customer service skills with personal styling principals, our
retail training is an excellent choice for anyone wanting to get into
fashion retailing, fashion retail management or for boutique owners
and their staff keen to offer a superior level of customer service.

Intensive colour training – a popular exert from our Personal Stylist
certiﬁcation course.

MODULE 1 - INTRODUCTION

What is colour?
The Colour Wheel
Colour schemes

What is Fashion Retailing?
Working for a brand & understanding brand ethos
MODULE 2 - THE CUSTOMER

MODULE 1 - INTRODUCTION

MODULE 2 - COLOUR ANALYSIS

Who are your customers?
Understanding your customers wardrobe needs
Choosing the best styles, cuts & colours for your customer

History of colour analysis
What is colour analysis?
Identifying a clients colouring - warm, cool or mid-toned
Colour draping

MODULE 3 - CLOTHING

MODULE 3 - PERSONAL COLOURING

What does your store stock?
A brief look at textiles
Putting together a “clothing story” for your customer
Cluster & capsule wardrobes
Accessorising
Garment ﬁt & alterations

Personal colouring in individuals
Colour harmony and contrast
Psychology of colour
Colour combining
Using colour to camouﬂage

MODULE 4 - CUSTOMER SERVICE
What is customer service?
Communicating with customers – building relationships
Building customer conﬁdence and trust
Connecting customers with your brand
Keeping a client data base

WHATS IN YOUR TRAINING KIT
- Colour combining booklet
- Colour analysis drapes
- Colour analysis laminates

MODULE 5 - IN STORE
The subtle art of selling
Dealing with customer feedback & complaints
Accessing stock for customers and liaising with head ofﬁce
On ﬂoor and ﬁtting room etiquette
Boosting brand atmosphere in-store
In-store Merchandising
Staff presentation & ﬁrst impressions
*Also available as a customised workshop for fashion retailers.
Please email info@academyfashionstyling.co.za
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FASHION ILLUSTRATION

R3 995

Perfect for those already working in the fashion industry, wanting to
acquire fashion drawing skills or brush up on existing ones. Also
suitable for those needing to put together a portfolio of work for entry
into a fashion design college or the workplace.
MODULE 1 - FIGURE DRAWING

WHATS IN YOUR TRAINING KIT

The human ﬁgure – anatomy, proportions, mass,
volume

- A3 Layout pad
- Pencils – HB, 2B, 6B
- Coloured pencil set
- Illustration pen

MODULE 2 - THE FASHION FIGURE
Fashion ﬁgure proportions
The balance line, posture, adapting a pose, articulation,
movement
Shaping heads, limbs, hands and feet
MODULE 3 - THE ADVANCED FASHION FIGURE
Drawing faces & hair
Developing a personal style - creating a mood, stylized ﬁgures
Creating a set of ﬁgure templates
MODULE 4 - BASIC DRAWING TECHNIQUES
Developing the subject
Tonal drawing and shading

FASHION BUSINESS
STARTUP

Thinking of developing your own clothing range but don’t know
where to start? This course will provide you with all the essential
knowledge to do just that and covers every aspect from start to
ﬁnish on how to launch your own label.
MODULE 1 - INTRODUCTION
Finding a concept
Developing your brand
Establishing your market base and customer
MODULE 2 - THE DESIGN PROCESS
Inspiration
Fashion trends
Presenting your collection on a professional level
MODULE 3 - THE PRODUCTION PROCESS
Fabric sourcing
Pattern making
Sampling
Manufacturing
MODULE 4 - COSTING

MODULE 5 - DRAWING FABRIC & CLOTHING

Costing your product

Draping, folds, movement, grain, texture, pattern
Styling collars, cuffs, sleeves, necklines, openings, pockets etc
Technical drawing of garment styles

MODULE 5 - BUSINESS BASICS

MODULE 6 - THE DESIGN PROCESS
Exploring different media
Working from a brief - interpreting and researching a theme
Developing design ideas - theme boards and creating a collection
Presentation of ideas: story boards, creating a mood, layout & design
Portfolio preparation

R3 995

Name registration
Marketing
Selling
Buyers and agents
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS...
Why should i choose to train with the academy of fashion styling?

Are your courses accredited?

Our course content is frequently updated and improved upon to keep
abreast of trends and changes, allowing us to offer students a wealth of
relevant and current information through an extremely comprehensive
curriculum.

As a recognised training provider and a member of the Association of Image
Consultants International (AICI), students are given the reassurance needed that
the quality of training received is of the highest possible standard and that the
Academy conforms to a code of industry ethics. Students who have successfully
completed the Personal Stylist training course do have the option of registering
themselves with the AICI.

Our Fashion Styling course is the only one of its kind in the country, and
being actively involved in the ﬁlm industry, both locally and internationally,
we are able to supply you with valuable industry contacts - something no
other Fashion Styling course in South Africa can offer!
Our Personal Styling course is not just about image consulting, but has a
fresh, modern approach with regards to fashion and styling. Over and above
the ﬁgure and colour analysis skills needed to be a consultant, we cover
many other highly beneﬁcial and interesting topics such as a Fashion
Studies module covering the history of fashion in the 21st century, trend
analysis, fabric technology and more. It also includes an in-depth business
studies module, which will provide you with valuable information on how to
set up your business effectively and market your services.
On successful completion of training, students will be able to work
independently, meaning no royalties or levies will be payable, nor will you be
contractually bound or expected to work as an afﬁliate or Franchisee.
Furthermore, the training materials included are of the highest quality and
offer all you need to get started with consultations right away - there are no
hidden costs or additional materials and merchandise that need to be
purchased in order to start working.
Once you are a certiﬁed consultant you are offered the opportunity of
putting the reputation of the Academy of Fashion Styling behind your
business by using our accreditation logo and tag line, “A Trained and
Recognised Institute of AFS, South Africa” on your website, email
signature and other marketing materials.

What kind of support will I get from AFS on completion of my training?
We take pride in our training and like to keep in touch with students to see how
they progress, offering support via email or phone if needed.

Once I have ﬁnished my training, will I be able to ﬁnd work immediately?
It is important to understand that your success is in your own hands and largely
dependent on how strongly you choose to market yourself and network. We aim
to equip you with the necessary skills and abilities needed to make your career a
success. Once you have completed your training, you will receive a set of highly
beneﬁcial post-training tasks to work through, in order to gain conﬁdence in your
abilities before seeing paying clients.

I am not based in Cape Town or Johannesburg, do you offer courses
elsewhere?
Currently we only offer training in these areas, but we have aimed to keep fees
realistic and competitive which does allow for additional travel and
accommodation costs should they be required by out-of-town trainees. Due to
the huge interest shown from other areas, we have made all of our courses
available via correspondence. Please note that while we are able to offer a list of
accommodation options in the area, booking of accommodation, transport and
airport transfers are the student’s responsibility and cannot be provided for by
the Academy.
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